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tile doublets also varying periodically. Each doublet would 
occupy a volume c/a) cube, and so would give interference 
eitbcts. I t  is also seen that if both polarized rays are 
eliminated by crossed nicols no energy wilt get; through, 
and it would be impossible to have " longitudinal radiat ion" 
by itself. 

A source of radiation of frequency to would consist of a 
nmnber of rotating doublets. Energy would be dissipated 
in two.ways : ~ ( 1 )  A doublet losing all its energy, as its 
periphery is moving with velocity c, would send out a pulse 
to infini ty--if  all the doublets were rotating in phase, the 
disruption of a number at a fairly steady rate would give 
the ordinary periodic radiation and interference effects; 
(2) a doublet owing to a 't collision" would leave the 
cluster and travel as a whole in a straight line from the 
source until through auother collision it gave up all its 
energy- - i t s ,  veh>city would be less than c, but would 
probably give effects that would appear instantaneous. 
Accordingly, it seems that a source could be very weak 
and give interference effects, and yet be able to start the 
I)hotoelectric effect in an inappreciable time. 

L X X X ¥ .  On Oscillation Hysteresis in a Triode Generator 
with Two f)egrees of Freedom. B y  I~ALTH. VA~ DER POL 
Jun., D.Sc.* 

W H E N  two oscillatory circuits are linked together by 
means of a magnetic, electrostatic, or resistance 

coupling, it is well known that the circuit combination 
possesses two degrees of freedom. I f  one of these oscillatory 
circuits is, moreover, a part of a triode genert~tor, it is 
natural to ask whether the two modes of vibration can exist 
simultaneously or, it' this is not the case, whether the one or 
tile other mode of vibration will obtain for any particular 
conditions. 

Now it is found experimentally that, when the system 
oscillates in one of the two modes of vibration and the 
natural frequency of the secondary circuit is varied gra- 
dually, the systeln suddenly jumps at a certain point from 
the first mode of vibration to the other. If" afterwards 
the natural frequency of the secondary is varied in the re- 
verse direction it is found that the system ~umps from the 
second into the first mode of vibration, but at a point which 
is ~ot identical with the first one mentioned above, and thus 

* Communicated by Professor H. A. Lorentz, ~'or.M.R.S. 
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a kind of oscillation hysteresis is obtained, which, apart from 
its importance in technical applications, is of interest from a 
physical point of view. 

The normal experimental arrangement is shown in fig. 1, 
where an oscillatory circuit L~C: is shown coupled through 

Fig. 1. 

'1't0 . . . .  lilP-- 

C i: , 
? 

the mutual induction M to the circuit LIC1 belonging to a 
normal triode generator. We may consider the indications 
of the thermal ammeters il and i2 when 

(i.) C2 is brought f roma small value, through the point 
of resonance (L2C2 = L1C1)L, to a large value ; and 

(ii.) when the value of C2 is thereupon gradually de- 
creased through resonance to the first small value. 

The relations betwe~n it and to2 * and i~ and to2 2 thus ob- 
tained are shown in figs. 2 and 3, where the arrows indicate 
the paths follo~ed. Further, in these two diagrams the total 
system is found to vibrate tbr conditions represented by 
E F B  in one. of the two modes of vibration, i.e. with the 
higher one of the two coupling frequencies, while for con- 
ditions represented by DCA the system vibrates with the 
lower coupling frequency. Hence at the points B and A 
discontinuities occur in the modes of vibration, resulting in 
a discontinuity both in frequency and amplitudes of the 
currents. But, further, it is also seen from these graphs that 
the system has the tendency to go on oscillating as long as 
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possible in the mode of vibration in which it is already oscil- 
lafing, though the other mode of vibratien is possible for the 
same parameters. 

Fig. 2. 

A B 

Fig. 3. 
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These phenomena were noticed by the author in February 
2920, but it was felt that no sati-factorv explanation could 
be given tmless progress was first made'in the development 
of a non-linear theory of sustained oscillations. For it is 
ot~vious that, when the problem is treated with linear 
differential equations, the. principle of snperposltion is valid, 
and in t kis case oscillations iu the one mode are uninfluenced 
by oscillations in the other. I t  is therefore somewhat sur- 
prising that up to the present, though several ~,heoretical 
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contributions to the problem have already appeared *, the 
phenomenon has, as far as we are aware, only been dealt 
with in a lineal- theory. The solutions of the differential 
equations in this case are of the form e+"tsin cot, and i~ 
depends on the sign of a whether an oscillation will build 
up or decay. But whether both oscillations will be present 
simultaneously or whether the one mode of vibration will 
suddenly be replaced by the other when a pal'ameter of the 
circuits is gradually vt~ried, and whether a hysteresis loop 
will be obtained, these questions can not be answered by a 
lineal" theory. In order therefore to retain in the analysis 
the necessary interaction of simultaneous vibrations which 
determines the stability of the oscillations, non-linear terms 
which occur through the curvature of the triode charac- 
teristics may not be ignored. 

Betbre attempting, however~ to set out a non-linear theory 
of the phenomena under consideration, a few remarks may 
first be made concerning the terminology. 

The notion of one or two degr~.es of freedom is used here 
as an extension of the usual meaning attached to these terms 
in the ordinary linear treatment of oscillation problems. 
W e  are well aware that, e. g. to spe,qk of a system as having 
one degree of freedom when more than one stable oscillation 
is possible for a given set of parameters ~ is not altogelher 
satisfactory, but it is hoped that from the description of the 
phenomena the meaning will bo sufficiently clear. 

Further ,  we shall di.~criminate between a " possible" vibra- 
tion and a vibration that can actually bo realized. With 
" possible" is here meant a solution representing a stationary 
oscillation with a constant amplitude. I t  may, however, be 
that  this oscillation cannot be realized, i~ being unstable. 

Finally, it is obvious that for a system such as shown in 
fig. 1, when the secondary circuit is very loosely coupled to 
the  primary, the reaction of the secondary on the primary 
will be small. I t  is found experimentally that under these 
circumstances an ordinary resommce curve can be obtained 
as th-  secondary circuit. This ease will, however, not be 
considered here and e shall confine our considerations to 
cases where the coupling is strong. 

* J. S. Townsend, Radio Review, i. p. 369 (May 1920). K. Heegner, 
Are]dr f l i t  JElektrotechnik, ix. p. 127 (]920). F. It,tins, Jahrbuchfiir 
drahtl. Telegraphic, xv. p. 442 (1920). fI. V~gel ~md M. Wien, Ann. el. 
Phys. lxii..p. 649 (1920). H. G Mbller, Jahrbuch .flit drahtl. Te/e- 
graphie, xvL p. 402 (1920). H. Pauli, ibid. xvii. p. 322 (192l). W. 
Rogowski, AreMe fiir l~lektrotechnik, x. pp. 1, 15 (1921) See also 
Mbller, Die Elektronenrbhre (Vieweg, 1920). 

]- See, e. g. Appleton and Van tier Pol, Phil. Mag. Jan. 19"22. 
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In order to simplify the analysis we shall not treat the 
actual circuit shown in fig. 1, which, from an experimentat 
point of view, is the simpler, but will replace the magnetic 
coupling by an equivalent capacity coupling. We shall also 
replace the series resistance of the oscillatory circuits by 
equivalent shunt resistances, and therefore deal with the 
circuit of fig. 4. In this way we retain all the essentials of 
the problem while, through simple phase relations, a con- 
siderable simplification o[ the analysis is obtained. 

Fig. 4. 

- - - - " l ' l ' l ' l '  . . . .  l'l.'+ ~I 

, ,  

°+, ,+ .++. 
+ 

I In fig. 4 the total eqniwdent capacity ~ | C~ of the 

{ primary 
secondary circuit is given by 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 
(~f ----- C a - 3  t- 

2 (~6 ' 

and the square of the coupling coefficient, k ~, becomes 

~+ = CtC2 
Oa z 

{ {primary The free angular frequency to1 of the circuit o~2 secondary 
is further 

1 
~'~= (-hLl' 

1 
t°2~ = (~L~ " 
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l atl H Similarly the damping coefficient /a~" of the { primary • secondary 
circuit is given by 1 

61 - -  C1RI' 
s o " =  1 

C~R:" 
We call i~ the variable part of the anode current and va 

the variable part of the anode potential. The application of 
Kirchhoff's laws to the circuits then leads (with neglect of 
the grid current) to : 
d4'°a ~ ,t . "  clav,~ i t  ~ . , ,  ,, ,, ) d2v, 

+ (1 - k-")(.,-"~;' + ~.,,~,', + (1 - ~ zo~-~o,-,,,, 

1 ['d"i. " "d~i'~ d ~ 7  
= - -  k~) ~ dt J" ~La t  ~ + ~ , " ( 1 -  +a~Cl--Z .-0) (1) 

We further notice that 
• dil 

~ = - M d i l  

dt ' 

where vg is the grid potential, so that a constant ratio exists 
batwcen the variable anode potential and g r i d  potential, 
namely, 

vy_  M 
;2 - - L , "  

HenCe, though in general the anode current is a function of 
both the anode and grid potentials, by means of this constant 
ratio we are able to express the anode current as a function 
of the variable anode pOtential alone. A method of deter- 
mining experimentally this relation i,=@(v~) has been 
previously described*. For conditions for which free 
oscillations are possible this characteristic has in general a 
negative sloper for v ,=0 .  It  is therefore appropriate to 
develop the function i~=~(va) as 

ia-'-='.--at'Vq-B'V2 +ry'v~, . . . . ( l  a)  

where the index of v, has boon dropped for simplicity as 
will be done in the further treatment. 

* Appleton and Van der t'ol, Phil. 1Mag. xlii. p. 201 (1921). 
"l" When developed in this way the theory applies eclually well to 

"dynatron" circuits. 
Phi l .  Mug.  S. 5. Vol. 43. No. 256. A p m l  1922. 2 Z 
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It  may hero be noticed that stable oscillations are only 
possible when both ~i and 5/as defined by (la) are positive. 
No further terms are needed in this series to enable us to 
account Eor the hysteresis phenomenon under consideration, 
though, naturally, in order to obtain a more exact numerical 
result in all details, further terms may be necessary. 

We further write 

~¢1 II 

ff 
c; =fl, 

i 
7 
C~ =77 

and assume, in agreement with the usual circuit dimensions, 
tha~ the initial logarithmic increment of the total primary 
(triode included) and ~he logarithmic decrement of the 
secondary are small compared with unity, i. e. that 

O< ~ I, O< =2~i. 
~ I  Cx)B 

On making these substitutions in (1) we arri:ve at 

d 4 v  . d %  - 2 - d %  

+ (1  - -  ~2)(0,112~ ~ --  fiO22atl) ~ + (1  - -  ~ll)gatlt120)22V 

2 . ' d  "~ 2 d 2 

(2) 
Ou neglecting small terms in (2) this equation can further 
be simplified, and we obtain as the fundamental differential 
equation of our problem 

d %  ~ 2. d '% 

.dr- ~ + (~,~ + ~,~ ) g~ + ( 1 -  k')~,?~,/,, 

2N fd ~ - -  *2 d e  
+ O - k , (  ~-~ ~ , : ~ 0 ~ - o  . . . . . . .  (3) 
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The general solution of (3) seems not to be possible, but 

since we consider a~ and ~J as small compared wittl unity, 
gO 1 O3 2 

all approximate solution can be obtained. 
From t|).e general nature of the problem two modes of 

vibration may be expected to be possible, and to express this 
mathematically we are thus led to a trial solution, 

v = a sin oJit + b sin (a)nt + k), 

where a and b are certain unknown functions of the t ime and 
co I and ~Oli are unknown frequencies, k is an arbih'ary phase 
constant. 

As al ~ 1, ff-~ 1, 
~1 0)2 

and ¢-01 altd toe are of the same order of magnitude, we may 
expect th~ possible buihting up or decay of the amplitudes 
to occur slowly compared with the oscillations themselves, 
that is, 

da 
dt ~ c°Ia' 

db 
di ~ c°nb' 

Hence the seeolld and higher differential coefficients of a 
and b with respect to time will be neglected. We thus have 

v = a sin tort + b sin (¢.oiit -}- X), ") 

1) : t o l l  COS ¢.0i~ -~- (~ sill eOit -{- tOltb COS ( to i i t  + X) 

+ t~ sin (writ + k),  

); = - -  6012(/, Sill "60it + 2C0 Ia cos tolt-- tOlieb sin (tent + k) 

-t- 2 toi ib  co s  (~olit -{- X). (4)  

"i; ---- - eol3a cos ~olt-- 3eoi:/~ sin coat-- coiiab cos (eoi,t + k) 

--3cori'°/) sin (eoHt + ~), 

"[; = ah4a sin ~0it -- 4a,~3/~ cos c%t + ¢o~i4b siu (~oiit + k) 

- -  4¢.oiI3b COS ( fo i i t  + ~,). ) 

We shall further have to consider the terms involving v 2 
and v "~. These non-linear terms obviously suggest the pro- 
senee of higher harmonics and combination tones, but as the 
increment and decrement are small, tile nlain effect of 
the non-linear terms is in their influence on the amplitudes. 

2 Z 2  
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For under these circumstances the series representing the 
amplitudes of the harmonics may be expected to converge 
rapidly so that the infuence of the harmonics on the ampli- 
tude of the fundamental may, as a first apt)roximation, be 
neglected. We  are thus justified in neglecting as a first 
approximation the presence of these higher harmonics and 
combination tones and shall retain, therefore, in the terms 
with v * and v 3 only those parts involving the frequencies ~ 
and eoii. We thus see that the term fiv e has no influence on 
the result. In  considering, however, 

c '~ = {a sin o~it + b sin (o, Ht + ~.) }8, 

terms of several frequencies occur, such as eoi, ~H, 3eel, ? ~ r ,  
o~i+2¢oii , coi--2eo m 2O)r+~H, . . .  etc., but only the terms 
involving the frequencies ~I and ~o H will be retained. 

Hence we have 
v3=~a(a2T2b 2) sin eoit ~-]b(b~'+2a ~) sin (~iit-I-~.). (5) 

I t  may here be noticed that b occurs in the coefficient of 
sin eoit and a in the coefficient of sin (~oxit+~). This funda- 
mental fact in the non-linear treatment of our problem shows 
the mutual influence of simultaneous vibrations, and it will 
further be found that the presence of one oscillation makes it 
more difficult for the other to develop. When more than 
three terms are used in the series expansion tbr i,, as is 
advisable when working on the lower bottom part or higher 
top part of the i,--vg characteristic, then the presence of one 
oscillation is, however, occasionally favourable to the develop- 
meut of another oscillation. Such special eases will, however, 
not be considered here. 

We now proceed to substitute from (4) and (5) in (3) and 
thus get an equation of the form 

A sin eoit+ B sin (a~Ht +X) + C cos arIt + D cos (coxit +~,) =0 ,  
(5a)  

where A, B, C, and D are functions of the w~riables a~i, wit , 

a, b, hu~ they also contain ~, b, daa dba 
dt ' - ~ "  

These expressions A, B, (J, and D contail~ terms of three 
orders of magnitude, viz. : 

first order : a~4a, a~4b ; 
second order : aco3a~ qr~Sa 3, ~o~& . . . .  etc. ; 

~2 da3 
third order : a~o"h, ~/ ~dt- . . . . .  etc. : 

but we only retain the first two orders of nmgnitude. 
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In order to satisfy (5 a) identically we equate separately 
to zero the four coefficients A, B, C, D. Thus foul" equations 
are obtained for the four variables a, b, foI, and to n. They 
are fomld to be 

foi 4 -- foi2(fo12 -4- (~22) --~ ( 1 -- k2)fol2fi022 = O, (6 tt) 

fo, 4_  fo~?(fo? + fo~) + (i _ k,)~?fo ~ = 0, (6 b) 

o o- da 2 ( f o / +  fo;~_.fo~-) ~ / +  {(1 - 1~) ( f o / ~ : -  fo?~,) 

+ f o / ( ~ -  ~ )}  ~ + ~ ( ~ :  + "_)b ~) { fo,~(1 - k~) -  foi :} = 0 ,  
• (7  . )  

+ fo22 200 ° db 2 ( f o l  2 - - "  i i ' ) d  t ~ { ( [ - -  ]c2) (o-)12at2 - -  fo22¢t 1) 

+ f o , , : ( ~  - ~ )  } b ÷ i ~ ( b ~  + 2,,~) { fo~(1  - -  k:)  - -  ~ i i  ~ } = 0. 
(7  b) 

Equations (6 a) and (6 b) give us the coupling frequencies 
foI and to m while (7a) and (7 b) enable us to find the pos- 
sible stationary amplitudes a and l, and to determine their 
stability. 

Since (6 a) and (6 b) are o[ the same form it is necessary 
to define foi and fOil quite definitely. We shall 'take 

o 1 o ) 

--k )fo1% ,. ~ - ~ - , + f o , ~ ) - ½  ~ / ( f o , ~ + ~ ) ~ - 4 ( 1  ~ ~ " fo l I  - -  g~,tttl 

whore the roots are to be taken positive, so that 

O-1I 2 > fOII2~ fO12~ fO22~ " 

and fOIi 2 < fOi2 (.012 fo$2 

The equations (7 a) and (7 b) can further be written 

gta  2 
EIa~(a°"--a'2-- 2b~)' t 

dt (9) 
db ~ 

° " I d t  = E H b  (b°~--b - -  2a2)' 
/ 

where, with the aid of (6 a), (6 b), and (8), we have 
0) 2 E - 3_ i f o i  2 -  fo22 ] 

fOi 2 - -  fOii 2 

EII=~/fOn~ f0~2-~°Ii2 ! . . . .  (10) 
f o r  " fOi 2 - - f O i i  2 
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and thus E I > 0, 

Eli > O. 

Further, the term ao 2 introduced in (9), represents the 
square of the stationary amplitude which would be obtained 
when an oscillation in the first mode of vibration~ i. e. with 
a frequency COl, alone was present. ,Similarly be is the 
stationary amplitude which would be ;~ttained if the system 
vibrated only in the second mode of vibration. These ampli- 
tudes a0 ~ and b0 2 are obtained directly from (7 a) and (7 b) 

d a  d b  
by putting ~ = tl7 = 0  and are found to be 

0~1 ~ OOI2--"t '~l 2 ¢D12 ~2 ) 
a°2= {--7 ~;~=--co.,[ 2" to2" {"/' I (9 a) 

~1 0"}12 -- 60112 O912 tX2 I " 
/ ' O 2 =  { ~  - -  ~ ,  • . 

ca2"--o~ii 2 o~2 2 ~2" ) 
However,  a0 and b0 are not tile only "poss ib le"  stationary 

amplitudes as may be se~n from (9) by putt ing 

d a  ~- dt/a 
7/i-= o,-g{ =o. 

We thus have in general for the " possible" stationary 
amplitudes a, and b, the two equations 

a ~ ( a o  = - -  a J  - -  2b, ~) = 0, 

b2(bo °" - -  b] 2 - -  2a, ~) = 0, 

the four sets of solutions of which are 

( i . )  a.3 = 0,  b~ ~ = 0, '1 
t (it.) a , '  ~(2b02 au°), t , , 2 = ~ a ( 2 a o ' - - b ~ ) ,  

(11) 
( i i i . )  a , 2 =  ,,o2, /,,~ = O, i 

! 
(iv.) a, = = 0, b.(" = b02. , 

But  we shall further have to investigate separately which 
one of those four stationary solutions (11) will be attained 
in any given circmnstances. Therefore (9) would have to 
be solved, which is a difficult, it" not impossible, matter. 
However,  in order to investigate the s t a b i l i t y  of each of tlqo 
tour solutions (11) we may consider the effect of a small 
forced change of amplitude from tim stationary value due to 
some disturbing cause, and investigate the tendency of the 
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amplitude either to return to or to depart further from its 
initial stationary value, thus applying the usual method in 
questions of dynamic stability. In this way we shall find a 
certain conservatism of the system in that the particular 
mode of vibration persists (when one parameter is varied 
gradually) even when conditions have been reached which 
aro not favourable to it and which are such that, were this 
mode of vibration not actually present, yet the other one 
would exist. In other words, metastable oscillation con- 
ditions may arise. 

Let these small changes of amplitude be represented by 
the type & We thus substitute in (9) 

a 2 --- as 2 "4- ~ae "2, 

t> ~ = b2 + 3b, ~, 

and only retain first powers of the small quantities ~a2 and 
3b, ~. Hence we have 

d(~a'~)dt = Ei(a0'-- 2a, 2 -  2b2)3a, ~ -  2Eia2362, 1 

a(~b~) I 02) 
dt = En(b°~-- 2 b ~ -  2a"2)3b'2-- 2EIIb~2$a"°" 

These linear equations (12) are solved by putting 

t~as ~ ~ A / e kt, 

Sb,2= Bt  e kt, 

and we obtain as characteristic equation for k 

;:~ + ;~ { n,(2.;" + 2t,:-- ~g) .  EH(2~. + 262-- bg) } 
+ E~E~ { (2a2 + 2b, ~ -- ao ~) (2a, 2 + 262-- b02) -- 4a2b, 2 } = 0. 

(13) 
In order that a sot of stationary values a~ and b, should be 

stable neither of the two roots k of (13) may be positive as 
this would show the tendency of the system to depart from 
the stationary solution in question. 

A set of s~atiouary amplitudes a~ and b~ is therefore only 
stable when 

Ei(2a~ ~ +2b,~--ao2)+ E~(2a~2+2b,~'--bo 2) > 0 ~ (14) 

and (2a2 + 2b, ~-ao2)(2a* 2 + 2b, "2-bo~)~4a,2b* ~ > O. ) 
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We shall now proceed to investigate t.l.~.e conditions of 
stability of our four solmions % 11, m. ,  iv. of' (l l) 
separately. 

i. - ~ = 0 ,  b,~=O. 

After substitution of these values in (14) we find as the 
condition for which both amplitudes remain zero : 

--a02Ei -/ ,02Eii > 0 

and ao~bo e > O, 

or, as EL and EII are both positive, 

a02 < 0 

and b0 ~ < 0. 

These inequalities are expressions for the fact that only 
when the circuit conditions (resistances, retroaction, etc.) 
are such that no oscillations are " p o s s i b l e "  at all, can 
the system be kept in the non-oscillatory state, from which 
it may be concluded that, when oscillations are " p o s s i b l e "  
at all, some form of oscillation (either ii.~ iii., or iv.) will 
build up automatically. 

ii. a~ ~ = J (2b02 -- ao"), 

b~=½1 2a02- b02). 

This represents the case in which both coupling frequencies 
wouid be present simultaneously. But the conditions of 
stability here are from (14) easily found to be 

2 o 

E~a, + E l r b ;  > 0 ~ (15 a, b) 
--a,'~b~ '2 > 0.~ . . . .  

:Now for a, and b, to be possible at all we mus~ obviously 
have 

a, ~ > 0 

b~ 2 > 0, 

which relations are incompatible with (15 b). We thus see 
that the simultaneous occurrence of finite stationarv oscilla- 
tions of both the coupling frequencies represents an unstable 
condition and can therefore not be realized in practice. 
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This is in complete agroement with the experimental 
results. 

We saw (i.) that when a vibration is possible at all the 
system will automatically start vibrating in some form. It  
cannot, however, produce stationary oscillations in both 
frequencies at the same time (ii.), so that only one of the 
two coupling frequencies will build up. Which one this 
will be depends on the circumstances and can be found from 
a consideration of 

i ii. a, 2 = ao ~, /,," = 0 ,  

iv. a~ ~ = 0, b2 = b0 2. 

These cases may be conveniently treated together. Before 
considering, however, in detail the stability of" the system 
when oscillating in one mode of vibration only, we shall 
first determine the conditions for which such an oscillation 
is "poss ible"  at all, apart from its stability. Moreover, 
as the peculiar discontinuities, described in the introduc- 
tion, occur when the natural frequency of the secondary 
circuit is altered, we shall leave all parameters unaltered 
except the detuning of the secondary and consider how 
these possible amplitudes a 0 and b 0 vary as a function of 
this detuning. For  the circuit under consideration this 
variation of co2 is brought about by varying L~ (fig. 4), 
whioh is equivalent to a variation of the secondary capacity 
in a case where the electrostatic coupling here considered is 
replaced by its electromagnetic equivalent. 

Now (9 a) can be written 

- -  ____.-- ] 

a2 as  ~ . . . .  ( 1 6 )  

. . . .  AI(.a,~'), j 
St 2 ,:Tt 2 

Cat}][ 2 - -  fi012 fi012 
where f~(to 2) _¢oI ~ -  to2 ~" ~o2 2 , 

. . . .  0 7 )  
o 2 I 

and fH(  2) = 
fi0o 2 - -  ~ i i  2 " 0.)22 

These functions f I  and.fH are the coefficients with which 
the damping coefficient of the secondary must be multiplied 
in order to transpose the secondary damping to the primary 
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circuits. They are represented in fig. 5 for a constant 
k~----0"5. Since in (16) a b a~ and ~/ are independent o[ ~ 
we can trace in the latter diagram the dependence of ao ~ 

and be 2 on -- and ~2 ~. 
~9 

For example, if aj is represented by OB the amplitude a0 2 
at2 

is by (1G) proportional to the vertical distance between the 

Fig. 5. 

T 

R 1 2 I 

_~_~ . . . . . . . . . . .  

o AP C 
, L. I 

line BE a n 4 t h e  curve .fi(o~$). In a similar way be 2 is pro- 
portional to the dislanco between BE and )~ii(¢o~2). Thus 
wt~en ~ = O H  < OG, ao 2 is proportional to CD, but when 
~%~ > OG, a0 2 would be negative and oscillations of the fro- 
quency co I are impossible. In the same way oscillations of 
the frequency ¢oli are only possible when to~ > OK. 

I f  we next consider a larger value of a~ e.,q. aA=ON,  

E 

X 
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markedly different possibilities arise. For examl,le, the 
range of values of co~ 2 for which %_0 is possible is now 
represented by. e L  and is seen to cxtemt be?tomt the 
resonance posmon cof=w~ ~. in  the same way the anT/i- 
rude be ~ is uow possible for all values of w~'-' greater than 
OA. Hence a region AL for wf exists in ~hich both 
modes of vibration are separately "possible." We thus 
must have recourse to a consideration of the conditions of 
stal, ilit.q in order to decide which mode of vibr;~tion will 
actually be present for any given conditions. 

Now in order that 
af t=a0 ~, b~'~=O be stable. 

we must have according to (14) 

E~ao2+E~(2ao'2--bo 2) > 0 }. (15 e, b) 

and ao~(2ao~---bo 2) > O, 

where the second condition is the more stringent one. 
Hence for a0 "~ only to be stable, we musthave  

ao ~ > ~t,o ~, 

and similarly for bf  only to be stable we must have 
i 2 b0 -° > ~ao  • 

These conditions are represented in fig. 5 for ~t = O N .  
~2 

The vertical SP is so chosen that S R = R Q  and the vertical 
TW such that T U = U V .  Hence, though we tbund pre- 
viously AL as the region where ao 2 as well as bo z were 
separately "possible",  we may now further conclude that 
the eomnmn region where ao ~ as well as'bo ~ are separately 
stable is given by the smaller distance P W  only. 

Which one of the ~wo possible and stable oscillations 
aosintoit or b0sin ( t -o l I t - t -X)  will be attained in the region 
P W ?  The answer to this quostion, which must also include 
th(~ explanation of the hysteresis effect, is given by (9), and 
will be seen to depend on the initial conditions. For let u, 
see what happens when w2 2 is gradually brought from -i 
small value such as represented by OH, through resonance 

to a big value represented by OX. (We again assume a t  

to be given by ON.) a~ 
First, when w f = O H ,  only the first mode of vibration is 

possible and stable and we therefore have 

ae 2 -~- ao ~, bs ~ ~ O. 
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Whether b ~ has the tendency to build up when once 
a j = a o  2 and b2----0, is seen from (gb), which call be 
written 

d 1o~" b 2 
dt = En(bu'°-- 2%2)' 

which shows that log b 2 or b 2 itself will only increase when 
~2 h',s been given such a value that 

502- 2ao 2 > O. 
This is the case when 

~ ' = O W  (fig..5). 

We can therefore bring eo~ ~ from a value to: -° < to1'-' through 
resonance (~'----eol ~) to a value w~"~=OW >e~l 2 while all 
the time the system continues to vibrate in the first mode 
only. But as soon as oJ~ "~ has reached the value OW where 
the square of the amplitude which would obtain if the system 
vibrated in the second mode only equals twice the square of 
the amplitude of the vibrations in the first mode actually 
present (bo2=2ao "2 or TV=2TU),  then the oscillation sud- 
denly jumps from the first mode to the second. A further 
increase of ~02 e to any bigger value will leave the second 
mode only present. [n the same way bringi~g o~' back 
from a big value through resonance to a smaller value 
results in the second mode being present up to the point P 
where 2b0~=ao 2. I t  is therefore clear that the mode of 
vibration once obtained persists up to the point where it is 
no longer stable (not, as occasionally stated in a linear treat- 
ment, where it is no longer poss ib l e ) t houg h  a region may 
have been traversed where the other mode would separately 
be stable, and thus the hysteresis effect found experhnentally 
can be explained by theory. 

Another experimental fact can further be found theo- 
retically. When one branch of the primary circuit, such 
e. ,q. as the grid circuit, is first ol)en and thereupon the 
circuit is closed, then it is tbund that in ~eneral when 
to:s< a,12 only vibrations of frequency ~oi build up, while, 
when ~ 2 >  w~, the system starts vibrating i~1 the second 
mode. 

The initial conditions here are ther,'f'ore 

tbr t = 0 ,  a~=b2-=(). 

Now (9 ) ma y  be integrated graphically t',)r these initial 
conditions, and fig. 6 is the result for a special case where 
too 2 < o~ z and therefore ao 2 > bo a. This figure shows clearly 
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how originally both vibrations build up simultaneously b . t  
also that the initial rate of increase of b 2 is smaller than that 
o[" a s. Ful'ther, as ~ollows directly from (9), b s reaches its 

Fig. 6. 

a: 

0, 2 

._- , .  

maximum when bS=bo~-2a 2, and ,hereupon it goes back 
asymptotically to zero while a s increases up to a0 ', its 
stationary value. 

Summing up, our results can be described in short ~ith 
the aid of the schematic fig. 7. Mode I. is stable for 

L 

A 

Fig. 7. 

H G F E MODE H 

MODE I 
B C O K 

co, 2 < eel ~ (AB), Mode I I .  for co2~> col ' (EF) .  Mode I. is 
metastable for o32 ~ >eal s but only up to the point C (BC) ;  
Mode I I .  is metastable for ~ s  > tol~ up to the point G (FG).  
The part CD is unstable for Mode I., and the part  G H  for 
Mode II .  DK represents the part where Mode I. is 
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impossible at all, L H  the impossible part /'or Mode II.  On 
closing the primary circuit only stable oscillations are 
obLained, while the metastable states can only be realized 
when the systeul is first in a stable state and thereupon 
slowly (compared with the damping coefficients) (or adia- 
batically) brought to the meta~table state. 

Nome doubt, however, still exists whether it is exactly the 
point of resonance which separates the regions where on 
closing the primary circuit either a0 ~ or b0 ~ is finally 
attained, as some dissymmetry still exists in the formulae 
(EII 5/= Et). 

But a value for eo~ very close to co: -° may easily be 
obtained experimentally for which it is a mere matter of 
chance whether a0 or b0 will finally be obtained. A simple 
way of demonstrating this fact is by putting a big leaky 
condenser in series with the grid of the triode circuit. I t  is 
well known that with th~s arrangement the oscillations are 
periodically quenched in an automatic way, so that regular 
trains of vibrations are obtained. The group frequency may 
e.[/. be made of the order of one second. When next the 
secondary circuit is eouple(l to the prilnary we can, with a 
heterodyne arrangement, produce an audible eolnbination 
tone corresponding to either the one or the other of the two 
frequencies ~o: and to H. In general, each time only one of 
these tw.o combination tones is obtained, but with to2 close to 
or equal to oh, the combination tone heard everysecond 
jumps erratically between the two tones corresponding to 
to I and ~o:i respeetiv61y, and it is a mere matter of chance 
which one of the tWo occurs. 

Finally, (9 a) yields for co1=~o~ 

1 ' =  

1 
be 

and thus shows that, as far as our appl:oximations go, t h e  
two amplitude carves intersect at the point of resonance. 
But, moreover, these amplitudes ut the resonance point are 
independent of the coupling eoettlcient. Fig. 8, which gives 
a set of observations of the mean square secondary current 
(in a~eireuit like that of fig 1) as a function of eo~ 2 tbr dif- 
ferent coupling coefficients (inereasi,,g with the numbers 
0, 1, 2, 3, g, 5), is a. confrmation of this theoretical result. 
For very loose coupling (Curve O) an ordinary resonance 
curve is obtained, but for closer coupling (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) the 
figure clearly shows that the intersection of the two branches 
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(1--1),  (2--2) ,  etc., occurs practically at resonance and for 
all curves at the same height. 

Fig. 8. 3\ 
h. 

b, 

0 
0 
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